
Spanish multinational clothing firm Inditex, and the largest fashion
group on the planet, has today released its full-year 2020 results,
during which time its saw net profits fall by 70% to €1.1b. This was a
sharper drop in earnings than the €1.3b that was forecast by
analysts, and clearly came as demand was significantly muted by
global lockdowns and clothing shop closures.
Taking a closer look, Q4 net profits were 53% lower than the same
quarter in 2019, falling to €435m on sales of €6.3b for the three-
month period. In its statement this morning, Inditex said that roughly
15% of its 6,829 stores worldwide were still shut due to Covid-19
measures at the beginning of March.
Total sales decreased by 28% during 2020, to €20.4b, as an
unprecedented 77% increase in online sales partly offset the
pandemic's negative effects.
The shares are almost 1% lower following the release, trading at
€28.86 in Madrid. Having lost over 17% of their value in what was a
tumultuous 2020, the stock is almost 11% higher YTD so far. With the
firm's strong payout history, and dividend yield at present of 3.89%,
we see Inditex as a relatively robust income provider, but we remain
on the sidelines from a growth perspective.
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Equities: DAX and EuroStoxx in Europe are marginally higher on Wednesday morning, having
seen strong gains earlier in the week. Futures in the US are following a similar path this
morning, bringing the VIX volatility index lower to $23.50. Tech stocks saw strong gains last
night on Wall Street, as bond yields have pulled back off their highs and some calmness is
restored to equity markets, especially those with valuations on the more expensive side.
Currencies: The Euro is flat this morning at 1.19 having made up for some of Monday's losses
yesterday, the pair recently touching its lowest levels since November. The Dollar has been
allowed to take a breather today after yields in the US have stabilised this week, the DXY index
at 92.03 on Wednesday, having pulled back off its 2021 high of 92.51 in recent days. We expect
EUR/USD to see tight rangebound trade until after the ECB release tomorrow at 12:45pm, with
the exception of a large beat or miss of expectations in today's US CPI data.
Safe-havens: Gold has seen some small gains this week as Treasury yields have calmed
somewhat in the US and investors show some faith in the precious metal's $1,700 round figure
support zone. Government bond yields are flat to slightly higher today following a pullback on
Tuesday which brought the US 10yr back to about 1.52%. German Bunds yielding -0.30% this
morning. We expect US Treasury moves in the coming weeks to be a key driver of the Dollar.
Looking ahead: This afternoon we are due to get monthly CPI inflation results from the US:
CPI expected to come in at 0.4% m/m while Core CPI is forecast to be 0.2% m/m, both releases
due at 1:30pm. Later today we will also hear from the Bank of Canada, in what is the first of two
large central bank releases this week - ECB to come tomorrow.

Inditex

Tullow Oil
Irish-founded and now London-headquartered multinational oil and
gas exploration company Tullow Oil announced its 2020 results
today, reporting an operating cash flow of $598m and a net loss of
$1.2b after writing off exploration assets and other impairments. In
its statement, the firm said that it expects to generate $500m in
operating cashflow during 2021 should oil average out at $50 per
barrel - the commodity is of course trading much higher at $64 this
morning.
Furthermore, Tullow Oil now expect to produce between 60,000 and
66,000 barrels per day this year, which is down from last year's
74,900. The company, who during Q3 of last year were facing a
potential cash crunch, have since reached a deal with its banks to
scale down its reserve-based loans, bringing Tullow's liquidity to circa
$900m.
"We have transformed our cost base, implemented rigorous capital
discipline and are well placed to benefit from higher oil prices" said
CEO Rahul Dhir. "Strong business delivery, increased liquidity and
improving commodity prices support constructive refinancing
discussions" he added. We note that the company has this morning
committed to reaching "net zero by 2030" as a part of its increasing
focus on sustainability
Tullow shares are rallying on Wednesday morning, over 4% higher in
London to £54. The shares have risen circa 82% during 2021 from a
very low base following the crash in prices last year in all energy-
dependent names.


